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Commons –based digital libraries

Abstract
Commons-based digital libraries (CBDL) are an emerging phenomenon – they are digital
libraries based on notions of common pool resource management and offering a
sustainable and equitable vision for digital information management and use. The
common-based digital library is first defined followed by the essential aspects of the
framework. The metaphorical meanings and theories of libraries, repositories, and the
commons are not included. Interested researchers are encouraged to contact the author.

Definition:
The commons-based digital library can be defined as global and trusted; its main
purpose is the solution of large-scale, global or discipline-based problems through the
provision of a common resource, digital information; collections and communities may
be globally distributed but they are interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary; they may be
managed under common property or open access regimes; information resources include
peer-reviewed research articles and diverse, digital objects of scholarship (datasets,
learning objects); technical, cyber-infrastructure and emerging human information
behaviors such as scholarly self-archiving and end-user classifying facilitate peer
organization, multiple uses, reuses, new uses, and the peer production of knowledge.

CBDL are a socio-technical solution to one of the biggest problems that
traditional and digital libraries face – how best to adapt and survive in an increasingly
uncertain digital information future. Articulating a CBDL framework can also help us
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find solutions for challenges to our current scholarly communication system especially
those related to peer review, trust, and information quality. The quality of information is
very difficult to measure and judge, as it is not only context-sensitive but includes a
consideration of complex factors such as accessibility, accuracy, timeliness, and trust.
For example, consider accessibility. The accessibility of scholarly information includes:
physical access (either the print item is in a traditional library or the digital resource is
technically accessible in one of several levels specified by web accessibility standards
such as W3C (cite)), geographic access (many publications in the so-called South are not
often available in the North), intellectual access (through activities such as indexing and
inclusion in retrieval tools like the library catalog and bibliographic databases), open
access (through open access archives and demolishing the twin barriers of economics and
law), multi-lingual access (English-language translations of the whole or abstracts, etc.),
and perpetual access (the materials is available forever). Finally, CBDL are a different
way of typing digital libraries from the usual digital library research versus practitioner or
hybrid library perspectives and categories (Lesk, 1998, 2004; Borgman, 2000;
Chowdhury and Chowdhury, 2003; Marcum and George, 2006). CBDL cannot and do
not emerge out of thin air; they are progressions from prior frameworks such as the
community-based digital libraries and scholarship repositories of which DLESE, the
Digital Library for Earth System Education, ArXiv, the High Energy Physics repository,
and the California Digital Library, are excellent forerunners and examples.

Framework:
Three of the components of the CBDL framework to be investigated further are:
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1) Nature of digital information resources
CBDL goods are the many types of scholarly information products; these can
range from peer reviewed published postprints to working papers but the key aspects of
the nature of the information resource in this context revolves around questions of
complexity, simplicity, subtractability, and exclusion. Digital information is usually not
a subtractable good; that is, its consumption often actually increases use and production
(more information is created); neither does digital use appear to detract from its
availability or accessibility to another because it is easy to simultaneously share with
larger numbers unlike a physical book. It is also more difficult to exclude beneficiaries to
digital information. Are these universal and applicable to all information resources?
What are limitations and when do the limitations start to apply?

2) Property regime of the digital information resource
The classic definition of an open access property regime is that no one has the right to
limit use; in common property regimes, on the other hand, members have the right to set
limits on use such as excluding nonmembers from using that resource. Digital scholarly
information is typically owned by a number of different stakeholders; technologies such
as digital repositories allow authors to retain ownership of copyright but transfer
distribution rights and request attribution. CBDL have technologies and policies that
depend on both common property and open access regimes. The nature of information
use and the size of the field of active use (for example, number of disciplinary
researchers) are key determinants of the appropriate regime for the various information
resources and users. Does the user want to only read the resource? Do they cite the
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resource? Where does citation fall in the continuum of use? Or might they indulge in
further extractive uses such as quoting a snippet from a research article or using the
research instrument in its entirety in their own research? What are synchronous and
asynchronous interactions between users and data? A better articulation of digital
information uses that are grounded in actual use in various contexts, technology
affordances and barriers is needed; this is something traditional libraries have found
difficult to do and digital libraries have not solved. Understanding disciplinary
differences and how hybrid research communities form, separate, and renew or are reborn
in a new configuration is critical. The development of sustainable aggregation,
federation, and trusted services, that facilitate transformational uses depend on clearer
articulation of these issues.

3) Defining access and distinguishing it from limits on amount of access and the nature of
the use
Assuming an open access property regime, that is all users have open access to the
material, may be a fundamental requirement. But the nature of the access itself –
universal, granular or at other levels should be distinguished. What is the nature of the
problems to be solved by the aggregation of information and services developed? This
means that certain types of material (research datasets or protocols or learning objects
such as syllabi, for instance) may be more amenable to multiple use/re-use, modification
and type of distribution and computational services (deposit and metadata creation versus
user annotations for instance), required. Understanding the nature of open access
property regimes and their impact on problems that need to be solved, the forms and
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formats of information necessary to effectively limit and regulate use are important issues
for investigation.

Conclusion
The question of whether some forms of information resources such as peer reviewed
research articles or the outputs of publicly funded research are analogous to property such
as land is not a new one. Even in general property theory, the view that greater
propertization leads to greater efficiency has been challenged. Information in general,
and the majority of specific types of information resources (instantiations of information)
have also long been shown to be different from other common property resources;
information shows no efficiency gains when the standard economic model of a private
property system is enforced. Restriction (limiting access) and enforcement (ensuring that
only authorized users have access) also have transaction costs; additionally, they reduce
the value of the information through lack of use. Law, technology, and economic models
do not handle the problem of insecure, overlapping, and unenforced property rights very
well; these tend to be major defining characteristics of most scholarly digital information
resources. Publicly funded and academic research may better fit the open access property
regime in which the resource is so abundant, mobile, and dispersed that authors and users
can rationally decide not to engage in acts of exclusion at all. Unfortunately, we don’t
know a lot about such property regimes. Using the CBDL framework will identify
taxonomic distinctions that are grounded not merely in the technology but in the nature of
information resource uses and strategic forms of user behavior.
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